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Pitch Report

SSG Capital Buys 40% in Future Supply Chain

 Hero Cycles Becomes

Principal Sponsor of RCB
BENGALURU Hero Cycles on Thurs-

day entered into a new sports
partnership as the principal sponsor of IPL team Royal Challengers
Bangalore. The partnership reinforces Hero
Cycles' commitment to supporting sporting
activities in India and engaging with youth in a
wider way, the company said in a statement.
“Through this association we aim to reach out
to millions of fans of this team and its popular
players,” Hero Cycles Chairman and MD
Pankaj Munjal said. Cricket being the most
powerful medium in India, and IPL its most
spectacular vehicle, this will certainly help
Hero Cycles connect with young sports lovers,
not just in India but also in other parts of the
world, he added.

 Bajaj Auto Expects to

Export 10,000 Units of Qute
NEW DELHI Bajaj Auto on Thursday

said it expects to export 10,000
units of its quadricycle Qute in the
ongoing fiscal even as the mini
four-wheeler awaits clearance for sale in India.
The company had introduced Qute in October
and exported a total of 334 units to 19 markets
including Turkey, Russia, Indonesia and Peru in
2015-16, said S Ravikumar, president-Business
Development and Assurance, Bajaj Auto. With a
strong positive reception in all markets without
exception, production at Waluj (plant) is being
ramped up to export over 500 Qute in April
2016 alone. Currently total exports for FY17 are
estimated at 10,000 units,” he added. Ravikumar said owing to its higher safety, lower
emissions, and unparalleled fuel Qute is finding
favour amongst two and three-wheeler consumers who cannot afford a car.

 Sports Remains Our

Biggest Focus Area: Sony
KOLKATA Leading broadcaster Sony
on Thursday said the sports segment
remained its biggest focus area,
adding that it expects 15-20% jump
in IPL 2016 advertisement revenue. “Sports is
the biggest focus for us,” Sony Pictures Network
India business head (sports) Prasana Krishnan
said. Currently, sports accounts for 25-30% of
the total revenue for Sony and the company is
aiming to increase it to 35-40% in the near term.
Krishnan said the broadcaster has been taking
active interest in non-cricket sports since 2012.
“Non-cricket viewership has reached 30-35%
and it is the fastest growing,” he said.

 ‘India Digital Ad Spends to

Surpass $1b in 2017’
NEW DELHI Digital advertisement

spending in India is forecast to
surpass the $1-billion mark, accounting for 14.3% of the total media
advertisement outlay in 2017, a report by
eMarketer said. The report, which pegs the total
media advertisement spending to grow to over
$8.2 billion next year, said advertisers in India
will spend more than $1.1billion towards digital
advertisement. “This year just 12.6% of all
advertisement spending will go towards digital.
In 2017, digital ad spending in India will surpass
$1billion and will amount to 14.3% of total
outlays, it added. eMarketer estimated that
advertisers in India will spend about $7.41
billion on paid placements in all media in 2016,
up 11.3% over the previous year.

 Steelbird Brings in Riding

Gear Under Ignyt Brand
NEW DELHI Helmet manufacturer

Steelbird has launched a range of
bike riding gear and accessories
under the ‘Ignyt’ brand to cater to
the rising demand from the fast-growing
superbike segment. The company, which has a
strong retailing network of over 2,000 distributors also plans to leverage the popular
online route to sell the articles that include
riding jackets, gloves, shoecovers among
others. Steelbird Group Head-Sales & Marketing Shailendra Jain said the articles would be
manufactured at its plant in Noida.
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Future Supply
Chain Solutions
begain as Future
Logistics to
cater to group
companies

`

It also serves ecommerce
companies such as Snapdeal
and PepperFry

It later
expanded
and now gets
about 55% of
its revenue
from clients
including
ITC, Tata
Motors and
Mondelez

408 cr Revenue
` 25 cr Profit

Fung Capital, the PE investment arm of the families of Victor Fung and William Fung that
controls Li & Fung in Hong Kong,
received about `. 380 crore ($57
million) for its stake, according
to people familiar with the deal.
It had invested $30 million to acquire the stake in 2009.
Future Retail still owns a 57%
stake in the company, which has
been valued at `. 1,450 crore. Singapore-based Bantry Capital was
the sole advisor for the transaction, according to a joint statement by SSG and Future Retail.
Hong Kong-based SSG Capital,
founded by Shyam Maheshwari,
has about $2 billion of assets under management in the Asia-Pacific region.
Started as Future Logistics to ca-

Future Retail offloads
14% in co, Hong
Kong’s Fung Capital
sells entire 26% stake
Rasul.Bailay@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Private equity firm
SSG Capital Management has
picked up a 40% stake in Kishore
Biyani-promoted Future Supply
Chain Solutions from existing investors for `. 580 crore. Future Retail, the largest shareholder, offloaded 14% and Hong Kong-based Li
& Fung exited by selling its 26%
stake in the logistics company.

Future Retail
now owns
57% stake in
the company,
which has
been valued at
`1,450 crore

POLE POSITION Retailers say the latest flagship has seen massive success selling
60,000 units within a month of its launch, twice the number of the S6 range

With S7 Range, Samsung
may Trump Apple in India
Gulveen.Aulakh
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Mobile phone retailers and industry insiders reveal
Samsung’s Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 Edge models have had
massive success in India just after launch, which can potentially catapult the South Korean
company to the front of the premium devices segment, outpacing rival and pack leader Apple.
Retail channels said Samsung
has sold over 60,000 S7 models
within a month of launch — roughly twice the number of its
predecessor S6 in the same time.
Analysts said the strong initial
demand could well put Samsung
in the lead in the April-June quarter in the premium segment,
outpacing current leader Apple.
Cupertino-based Apple, which
held the No 1spot in the OctoberDecember quarter, launches a
smaller screen rival, iPhone SE,
on April 8, but that hasn’t generated any buzz among consumers, retailers told ET.
“We believe S7 series, in the
April-June quarter, will help
Samsung strengthen and occupy pole-position in the Indian
premium smartphone market,

looking into the seasonality cycle of iPhone 6s series and lukewarm response to new Apple iPhone SE,” said Tarun Pathak,
senior analyst at Counterpoint
Research.
The research firm’s initial estimates for sell-in (stocks going
to distributors) for initial two
weeks suggest a 65% on-year increase for Galaxy S7 series in India, compared with Galaxy S6
series last year.
According to some large format retailers,
the demand for
S7 series has soIndustry
ared
since
executives
launch, far higsay of the
her than what
total sales of
they saw for the
smartphones
S6, which was
so far, 80%
launched last
belong to the
year. Some said
higher priced
their stocks haGalaxy S7
ve dried up due
Edge
to high demand. The sales spurt will help
Samsung cement its position
against Apple, and as a result,
the segment is expect to grow
60% on-year in the second quarter this year, Pathak said.
Industry executives aware of
the demand-supply gap said orders for about 20,000 phones

Smartphone Appetite
Counterpoint Research’s
estimates for the initial two
weeks since launch suggest a 65%
increase year-on-year for Galaxy
S7 series in India, compared with
the Galaxy S6 series last year
Analysts say the
strong initial demand
could well put
Samsung in the lead in
the April-June quarter
in the premium segment

are in the pipeline, and of the
total sales so far, about 80% belong to the higher quoting Galaxy S7 Edge.
“Galaxy S7 and S7 edge are receiving a great response from
our customers with pre-orders
which are almost double than
that of the Galaxy S6 and S6 edge,” said Manu Sharma, VPproduct marketing at Samsung
India Electronics.
The strong pre-order performance for the new Galaxy S7
and S7 edge illustrates strong
customer appetite for our premium smartphones in India, he
added. Industry executives,

Industry insiders say
Samsung has doubled
shifts at its Noida plant
Apple’s new
iPhoneSE goes
on sale from Apr
8, but retailers
say there is no
buzz among
consumers

who did not wish to be named,
said the company was doubling
shifts at its Noida plant to ramp
up supplies. Samsung didn’t
comment on this.
“Demand for the Galaxy S7 has
been very good and we don’t have enough stock to meet orders,” said Subhash Chandra,
managing director of Bengaluru-based Sangeetha Mobiles.
Samsung launched the Galaxy
S7 and Galaxy S7 Edge in India
on March 18, priced `. 48,900 and
`. 56,900, respectively. The company has been bundling or giving sharp discounts on VR headsets along with the devices.

Apple Runs into IPR Hurdle with ‘SplitView’
Delhi HC orders co
not to use SplitView
on petition from
software co Vyooh
Maulik.Vyas
@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Apple Inc, famous for
ferociously protecting its design and other IPR rights, has
been caught in a legal wrangle
in India.
The Delhi High Court has directed the US tech giant not to
use the name ‘SplitView’ in any
of its products or services such
as iPad, iPhone or iOS operating system after a little known
Delhi-based software company
Vyooh moved court, alleging
trademark violation.
Vyooh, a vendor for Microsoft,
has claimed that it developed a
similar software a decade ago in
2006. SplitView has been a popular software that allows users to
simultaneously work on multiple windows on the user’s single
computer screen.
Apple has recently introduced

an identical feature with even
the same name, but has tweaked
the user interface, the company
claimed. Vyooh LLP and its promoter Rohit Singh had approached the court, alleging that
they have developed the software programme which sold under the trademark ‘SplitView’.
The company’s lawyers have
objected to Apple using the same
name as the software doesn’t have its patent. The US company,
which will have to file its reply by
May 9, has appealed against the
decision, but its spokesperson
declined to comment.
When contacted, Shwetasree
Majumder of Fidus Law Chambers, the firm representing Vyooh LLP in the case, confirmed
the order but refused to share
further details since the matter
is sub judice. Last week, Apple
had approached the division
bench of the Delhi High Court,
challenging this order which
later asked a single bench to
hear the arguments of Apple as well.
“SplitView is not descriptive but had acquired
distinctiveness and was
associated
exclusively
with the Indian software
developer
(plaintiff),”

Mustafa Safiyuddin, chairman
of Legasis Partners, said. “This
order will send a strong message to multinational software
companies to respect the intellectual property rights of Indian software developers. It also
signifies the importance of trademarks in the software field.”
The court restriction comes at a
time when the iPhone maker
plans to open its own stores in India, one of its fastest growing
markets that contributed nearly

a billion dollar in revenues. Two
months ago, a jury in the US ordered Apple to pay $626 million
in damages after finding that
iMessage, FaceTime and other
Apple software infringed on
another company's patents. VirnetX had accused Apple in 2012 of
violating four of its patents,
which mostly involve methods
for real-time communications
over the Internet.
Even in the Indian case, Singh
alleged that Apple has violated
its trademark by offering the
software called Split View in its
iO9 and OSX El Capitan.
Having clean trademark and
intellectual property (IP) are
some of the key factors that give the edge during any valuation and hence many Indian
technology companies are
becoming more aggressive
towards its protection. “More companies are asking us
to create trademark, or logo, with the specific insist
on unique identity,” said
Tina Jain Mehta, founder
of boutique brand consulting firm Pineapple Consulting. “Earlier, this section of industry was not
even part of most brand consultant’s clientele.”

‘We passed danger! We have picked 10 countries right now, including India, to go beyond
five countries where we have always been in. India is going to be a booming economy’

‘BlackBerry Remains Committed to India’

BlackBerry CEO John Chen is counting India
among the countries that will be key to the
company’s next phase of revival. Speaking to
ET’s Danish Khan and Romit Guha, Chen said the
company would invest in rebuilding the team,
distribution network and on reviving its
enterprise ties in India but asked for patience.
Chen added that while he was confident of
turning around the hardware business, he won’t
wait indefinitely for it. Edited excerpts:

This is your first visit to India since you took
over. What brings you here now?
India at one time was quite a big market for us.
Over the years, things have changed. So, I want to
make sure that I see our people here, partners
and the government. Also, see the market, and
come up with a better idea and information
about how we invest back into the market.
Would we see BlackBerry making some
investments in India this year?
Absolutely! We have to re-do the team first and
our Indian operations are hiring people. Also, we
just have got a couple of partners for enterprise
mobility segment in India. So, we are broadening
the distribution.
What is the outlook for BlackBerry?
We passed danger! We have picked 10 countries
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right now, including India, to go beyond five
countries where we have always been in. It needs
time, it needs patience, but we are committed (to
India). India is going to be a booming economy,
especially the SME model, which is going to be big.

How is the company reviving its operations
as part of the turnaround strategy?
My first mandate was to get the financials back
to normal and second mandate is to re-pivot the
business. Our infrastructure has gone down, not
only in India, but in a lot of countries, partly
because we needed the cost structure to be right.
Our focus is now shifting to enterprise and
mobility, while handset remains important at
only about 30%, against 100% two-three years

My first mandate was to get the
financials back to normal and
second to re-pivot the business.
The company is here to stay,
with security and enterprise
being most important pillars
back. Now, we are looking at growing economies,
India and China certainly qualify for that. We are
looking at markets where we have good brand
like Indonesia, South Africa, Nigeria, the UAE and
Israel. The company is here to stay, with security
and enterprise being most important pillars. I
think we have great products, but a weaker
distribution.

What is the future of the handset business?
BB10 OS is definitely not dead. The reason is even
if I want to make it dead, I can’t because we have a
lot of key government customers around the
world that rely on it and will continue to buy it. The
most important thing to me is to be able to make
money because that business has very marquee

names with various presidents and prime
ministers using BlackBerry devices. BB10 OS
lacked application support, but it is the most
secure device. But if you just do that, you would
never make money. In order to address the bigger
market, we came with the Android-based
smartphone. We decided to address the secured
Android market, which is largely untapped. We
reckon that we could serve the market much
better than Apple. Apple can serve only on the
device side. But we provide devices along with
software and services.

What went wrong with Priv smartphones?
We released our Android device just about when
the high-end phone market went soft, so that
was principally the reason behind the lukewarm
response. However, execution could have been
better because I tried to sell these phones
through carriers as retail shops. I need to be
more directly available to customers. I am not
too concerned. I truly believe we can make
money in handsets.
Can we expect affordable Android
smartphones from BlackBerry?
You would probably see more on the mid-price
range, which is usually around $300-400. I doubt
that BlackBerry can compete on the low end in
this market.

ter to group companies, Future
Supply Chain Solutions later expanded and now gets about 55%
of its revenue from clients including ITC, Tata Motors and Mondelez, according to Anshuman
Singh, the managing director.
Over the years, it extended its
services to ecommerce and counts Snapdeal and PepperFry
among its customers.For the year
ended March 2015, Future Supply
Chain made a profit of `. 25 crore
on revenues of `. 408 crore.
This is the second India investment for SSG Capital. In 2014, the
PE firm acquired a 49% stake in
Asset Care & Reconstruction Enterprise for `. 41 crore, marking
the first entry of an overseas investor in asset reconstruction
through the foreign direct in-

vestment route. Amid rapid
growth of ecommerce as well as
the potential of the overall supply
chain sector in India, foreign investors and PE firms have been
showing increasing appetite for
warehousing and logistics companies in the country.
According to real estate consultancy firm JLL India, the sector
received `. 1,438 crore in investment in 2015 through two major
deals, topping the `. 1,350 crore inflow in 2012 through five deals.
US-based PE firm Warburg Pincus had formed a joint venture
with Embassy Group to invest .̀ 650
crore in October for setting up warehouses across major cities in the
country. It also committed .̀ 850 crore in June to Ecom Express, a logistics solutions provider.

Two of India’s
Top Ad Agencies
Skip Goafest
O&M, Mullen Lowe
Lintas skip event,
but chiefs show up
Shambhavi.Anand
@timesgroup.com

Goa: Two of the largest advertising agencies — Ogilvy & Mather and Mullen Lowe Lintas —
have skipped the eleventh edition of the Goafest and the Abby
awards. However, their top officials were present at the event as
part of the ceremony.
Piyush Pandey, executive chairman and creative director, O&M
India and South Asia is being felicitated for the Padamshri Award,
the fourth highest civilian award
of the country, while R Balakrishnan, chairman of Mullen Lowe
Lintas is moderating a session
with film director, producer Karan
Johar. Pandey is the first professional who has received the award
under a new category, ‘Others - Advertising and Communication’.
“While some agencies may abstain for some unavoidable reasons,
this is the only event I which 98%
of the industry participates,” Raj
Nayak, president of the Advertising Club said.
McCann WorldGroup, one of the
largest marketing communication
groups in the world, will take part
in the Abby Awards and Goafest
this year after a gap of two years.
The number of entries for the
Abby Awards touched 4000 this
year, a 25% increase over last year. “This is an all-time high and
was proportionate across all categories,” said Ramesh Narayan,
chairman, Awards Governing
Council. Abby awards ceremony
is part of Goafest, organized by
the Advertising Club of Bombay
and Advertising Agencies Association of India (AAAI).

GroupM Arm
Shines on Day 1
GOA Group M’s media buying

agency Mindshare India bagged
the maximum number of
awards at Media Abby 2016
receiving 17 awards on the first
day of the GoaFest. None of the
agencies, however, got the
Grand Prix this year. Maxus
followed the pole position after
bagging seven metals. The third
position was shared by Lodestar and Madison Media with six
metals each. Abby awards
ceremony is part of Goafest,
organized by the Advertising
Club of Bombay and Advertising Agencies Association of
India (AAAI). Mindshare India
and The Social Street also won
two Gold Award, the highest so
far this year. The Social Street
also bagged a total of four
metals – two Gold and two
Silver, sharing the position with
two other agencies – ibs and
Initiative Media. — Our Bureau

This year’s award has two new
categories under the Special category of Awards – for gender sensitivity and Young Abby for professionals under 30 years of age.
The winner of the Young Abby
will be sent to Cannes for more international exposure. A total of
300 companies and 2500 delegates
are participating.
“The process of awards, starting
from uploading applications and
art work to voting, everything has
gone online this year. So there are
no truck-loads of art work reaching the jury any more,” Narayan added. “The intent is to improve from the learning’s of the previous year,” said Nayak.

Offline Retailers Want
Action if Ecomm FDI
Norms are Violated
Mumbai: India’s brick-and-mortar retailers are lobbying the government to make sure that
ecommerce companies follow the
new marketplace norms, seeking
further clarifications. On Thursday, the Retailers Association of
India, along with members such
as Shoppers Stop, Aditya Birla Retail and Future Group, petitioned
the government on taking appropriate action if the norms are being disregarded.
ET’s Neha Tyagi talked to several leading retailers on why they
are upset and even considering legal action after having lauded the
recent policy guidelines on foreign investment in ecommerce.
Here are the edited excerpts of
what they said:
KISHORE BIYANI, CEO, Future Retail

“I don’t want to be diplomatic at
all. I don't think anyone is following these guidelines currently. I
see many of them (ecommerce players) shutting down or changing
their models, after the FDI law got
enforced. It's not a battle between
online and offline. It is between
clarification and regulation. It’s illegal if an ecommerce company
sends a gift voucher/cash back
email after the FDI law is announced. This is a contravention of the
laws of this country, and this has
not been a level-playing game.
BS NAGESH, Non-executive
vice-chairman, Shoppers Stop

“Our only request was to ensure
a level-playing field. We are not
running away from competition.”
PRANAB BARUA, Director - retail
and apparel, Aditya Birla Group

“We are all clear now what the rules are, but unless it is implemented and followed through it does
not matter. One thing we need to
understand is that these are only
clarifications. So these are no guidelines. We are also looking to see
what the government will be doing regarding the past because

THINKSTOCK

there has been clear violation of
the law of the country.”
ALOK GUPTA, MD, Mobile Store

“Predatory pricing has eroded
the value chain completely. The
fact that people enter the store, look at the price and quickly leave
because it is available at less at an
online store is not fair.”
GOVIND SHRIKHANDE, MD,
Shoppers Stop

“We by definition are a multibrand retailer. But go ask Flipkart
and Amazon. They won’t be able to
define themselves at all. We follow
all the rules. Please ask them if
they follow rules or not. I’m sure
they won't be able to answer.”
KUMAR RAJAGOPALAN, CEO,
Retailers Association of India

“It’s wrong that investors come in
India and break the law, thinking
that the government won’t take
any action. Let the marketplaces
be! But they should not compete
with retailers and play their role.
It’s been 14 days (since the government released the guidelines), but
there has been no proceedings.”
RAHUL MEHTA, president, CMAI

“While there have been clarifications that the market place model
is legal, the question is about its
implementation and its execution. Are the legalities being followed?”

